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Abstract. We study the problems of finding the conditions for the existence of solutions of a
linear Noetherian boundary-value problem for a hybrid system of ordinary differential equations
and difference equations and the construction of these solutions. We also propose an algorithm
for the construction of solutions of linear Noetherian boundary-value problems for hybrid sys-
tems of difference-differential equations in the critical and noncritical cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The mathematical description of continuous processes with short-term perturba-
tions whose duration can be neglected leads to the investigation of boundary-value
problems for impulsive ordinary differential equations [7, 13, 14, 19, 22, 24, 25]. The
analysis of discrete processes requires the study of boundary-value problems for dif-
ference equations [3,5,20,21,23]. The proposed hybrid difference-differential system
contains an unknown function of piecewise continuous argument and an unknown
function of discrete argument. To find these unknowns, we propose to use a sys-
tem of ordinary differential equations containing the unknown function of discrete
argument and a system of difference equations containing the unknown function of
piecewise continuous argument. The proposed approach to the mathematical descrip-
tion of both continuous and discrete processes enables one to combine the efficient
methods of the theory of boundary-value problems for ordinary differential and dif-
ference equations.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
We consider the problem of finding conditions for the existence of solutions
x.t/ 2 Rn; t 2˝[; ˝ WD Œa;1Œ[Œp1 ; p1C1Œ[:::[ Œpq ; pqC1 Œa;b;
y.k/ 2 Rm; k 2 WD fa; 1; 2 ; ::: ; p1 ; p1C1 ; ::: ; p2 ; p2C1; ::: ; b g
c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and the problem of construction of these solutions for the hybrid Noetherian .mCn¤
C/ difference-differential boundary-value problem
x0.t/D A.t;k/x.t/CB.t;k/y.k/C'.t;k/; t 2˝; (2.1)
y.kC1/D C.k/x.k/CD.k/y.k/C .k/; k 2; (2.2)
x.piC1; piC1/ WD SpiC1 x.piC1 0/CbpiC1 ; `x./D ˛; } y./D ˇ: (2.3)
We seek the first component of the required solution x.t/ 2C1Œ˝I  of the boundary-
value problem (2.1)–(2.3) in a class of functions continuously differentiable on the
set˝  Œa;b; except the points 1; p1C1; p2C1; :::: ; pq 1 at which the solution
x.t/ may have finite discontinuities
x.piC1; piC1/ WD x.piC1/ x.piC1 0/ ; i D 0; 1; 2; :::: ; q 1;
where a WD 0 WD p0 ; pqC1 WD b; ˛ 2 R; ˇ 2 R : The second component of
the required solution y.k/ 2 Rm; k 2  of the Noetherian boundary-value problem
(2.1)–(2.3) is sought in the set of bounded sequences. The matrices A.t;k/ 2 Rnn;
B.t;k/ 2 Rnm and the vector function '.t;k/ 2 Rn are assumed to be continu-
ous in the first and second arguments on the segment Œa;b: The matrices C.k/ 2
Rmn; D.k/ 2 Rmm; Si 2 Rmm and the vector function  .k/ 2 Rm are assumed
to be bounded on the set by functions, `x./ is the linear bounded vector functional:
`x./ W C1Œ˝I ! R;
} y./ is the linear bounded vector functional given in the space of vector functions
bounded on the set  as follows:
}y./ W fy.k/ W ! Rm g ! R ; ¤ :
Various hybrid boundary-value problems for systems of ordinary differential and
functional-differential equations are extensively investigated (see, e.g., [3]). The
posed hybrid boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3) is a generalization of boundary-
value problems for ordinary impulsive differential equations [7, 13, 19, 22, 24, 25],
boundary-value problems for difference equations [5,20,21,23], and different boundary-
value problems for systems of ordinary differential equations [7].
3. GENERALIZED GREEN OPERATOR OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM
For the sake of definiteness, we set
x.a/D  2 Rn; y.a/D  2 Rm; m¤ n: (3.1)
Let Xa.t/ be the normal .Xa.a/D In/ fundamental matrix of the homogeneous part
x0.t/ D A.t;a/x.t/ of system (2.1) on the segment ŒaI1: The solution of system






























is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem (3.1) for system (2.1) in the
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0/D  .a/
is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem y.a/D  for system (2.2)
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is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem y.a/D  for system (2.2)
with k D p1 : Let X1.t/ be the normal .X1.p1/ D In/ fundamental matrix of the
homogeneous part
x0.t/D A.t;p1/x.t/; t 2 Œp1 Ip1C1Œ
of system (2.1). We represent the solution of system (2.1) satisfying the first condition














X 11 .s/'.s;p1/ds; t 2 Œp1 Ip1C1Œ






is the normal .Xp1 .p1/D .InCS1/Xa.1// fundamental matrix of the homogen-




























Note that the function x.t;;/ is defined both on the segment Œp1 Ip1C1 and at the
points
t D k 2 fp1 ; p1C1 ; ::: ; p2 1 g 2:







Z.p1C1/ WD C.p1/Xp1 .p1/CD.p1/Z.p1/;

















is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem y.a/D  for system (2.2).







Z.p2/ WD C.p2 1/Xp1 .p2 1/CD.p2 1/Z.p2 1/;
















is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem y.a/D  for system (2.2).
Further, we continue our reasoning and assume that Xq.t/ is the normal .Xq.pq /D
In/ fundamental matrix of the homogeneous part
x0.t/D A.t;pq /x.t/; t 2 Œpq Ib;
of system (2.1). We represent the solution of system (2.1) satisfying the first condition














X 1q .s/'.s;p1/ds; t 2 Œpq Ib;






is the normal .Xpq .pq /D .InCSq/Xpq 1.q// fundamental matrix of the homo-
geneous part of system (2.1) for t 2 Œpq Ib satisfying the first condition in (2.3),




























Lemma 1. The general solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1) for system (2.1),















X 1a .s/B.s;a/W.a/ds; t 2 ŒaI1Œ;
Z.p1/ WD C.p1 1/Xa.p1 1/CD.p1 1/Z.p1 1/; Z.a/ WD 0;





.t/; t 2 Œpq Ib;




.t/; t 2 Œpq Ib;
specify the general solution
x.t;;/DXpi .t/CVpi .t/; y.k;;/DZ.k/CW.k/




























































































is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem (3.1) for system (2.1), (2.2)
satisfying the first condition in (2.3).
4. GENERALIZED GREEN OPERATOR OF THE HYBRID
DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM
In what follows, we study the problem of determination of conditions for the ex-
istence of solutions of the linear boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3) and construct
these solutions. Assume that the conditions of the lemma are satisfied. We represent






`ix./ W C1Œpi ; piC1! Rm; i D 0; 1; 2; ::: ; q
are linear bounded vector functionals. Further, we enumerate elements of the set  :
ki 2 W k0 WD a; k1 WD 1; ::: ; k WD b;  WD p1C ::: pqC2:























.ki C1/; j D 0; 1; 2; ::: ; q:
Substituting the solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1) for system (2.1), (2.2) satisfy-
ing the first condition in (2.3) in the second and third conditions in (2.3), we arrive
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is an ..C / .mC n// constant matrix. Here, PQ is the ..C / .C //
matrix orthoprojector PQ WRC!N.Q/I the matrix PQr is formed by r linearly
independent columns of the ..mCn/ .mCn// matrix orthoprojector PQ; and the
matrix PQ
d
is formed by d linearly independent rows of the matrix orthoprojector















In the critical case, under condition (4.1), the solution of the boundary-value problem
(2.1)–(2.3) specifies an r-parameter family of vectors  2 Rn;  2 Rm:We denote the
blocks of the matrix orthoprojector PQ as follows:
PQr.11/
WD   In O PQr ; PQr.12/ WD   O In PQr ;
PQr.21/
WD   Im O PQr ; PQr.22/ WD   O Im PQr :






; t 2 ŒaI1Œ;
Xp1 .t/PQr.11/
; t 2 Œp1 Ip1C1Œ;
Xp2 .t/PQr.11/
; t 2 Œp2 Ip2C1Œ;
:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
Xpq .t/PQr.11/
; t 2 Œpq Ib;






; t 2 ŒaI1Œ;
Vp1 .t/PQr.12/
; t 2 Œp1 Ip1C1Œ;
Xp2 .t/PQr.12/
; t 2 Œp2 Ip2C1Œ;
:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
Vpq .t/PQr.12/
; t 2 Œpq Ib
Zr.k/ WDZ.k/PQr.21/ ; Wr.k/ WDW.k/PQr.22/ ; k 2:
We also denote the blocks of the matrix QC as
QC
.11/
WD   In O QC; QC.12/ WD   O In QC;
QC
.21/
WDWD   Im O QC; QC.22/ WDWD   O Im QC:
The theorem presented below gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the
solvability of the hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3).
Theorem 1. In the critical case .PQ 6D 0/; under condition (4.1), the solution of
the hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3) can be repres-
























































CKŒ .k 1/.k/; k 2;
where the matrices Xr.t/; Vr.t/; Zr.k/; and Wr.k/ specify the general solution of
the homogeneous part of the boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3); here,KŒ'.s;k/.t/;
KŒ .k  1/.k/ is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem (3.1) for
system (2.1), (2.2) satisfying the first condition in (2.3).
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The condition of solvability (4.1) and the structure of the generalized Green oper-
ator of the hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3) general-
ize the conventional results of the theory of Noetherian boundary-value problems for
impulsive ordinary differential equations [7,13,22,24] and the corresponding results
of the theory of boundary-value problems for difference equations [5, 21, 23].
Example 1. The problem of construction of solutions of the hybrid difference-
differential system
x0.t/D Ax.t/CBy.k/C'.t/; y.kC1/D Cx.k/CDy.k/C .k/; (4.2)
satisfying the antiperiodic boundary condition with pulsed action
x.1; 3/ WD S1x.1 0/Cb1 ; `x./D ˛ 2 R2; } y./D ˇ 2 R2; (4.3)






























































; `x./ WD x.0/Cx.3/; } y./ WD y.0/Cy.3/




cos t sin t





cos t  1 0

; Z.0/DW.0/D I2
specify the general solution
x.t;;/DX0.t/CV0.t/; y.0;;/DZ.0/CW.0/;  2 R2;  2 R2
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specify the general solution
x.t;;/DX2.t/CV2.t/; y.2;;/DZ.2/CW.2/;  2R2;  2R2
of the homogeneous part of system (4.2) on the segment Œ2 I3 satisfying the first











specify the general solution
y.3;;/DZ.3/CW.3/;  2 R2;  2 R2
of the homogeneous part of system (4.2) with k D 3: Since
QD
0BB@
0 0 0 0
0 0  2 0
1 0 1 0
1 0  1 2
1CCA ;
we have PQ ¤ 0: Therefore, the problem of construction of solutions of the hybrid
difference-differential boundary-value problem (4.2), (4.3) corresponds to the critical
case; moreover, the condition of its solvability (4.1) is satisfied. A solution of the















































3cos t   cos3t  2sin t
2 2cos t  3sin tC sin3t









































is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem
x.a/D  2 R2; y.a/D  2 R2
for system (4.2), (4.3). Since rank PQ D 1; we get
PQr D
 




















In the noncritical case .PQ D 0/; condition (4.1) is satisfied for any inhomogen-
eities '.t;k/ 2 Rn; t 2 ˝; and  .k/ 2 Rm; k 2 : Moreover, the solution of the
hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3) is determined by
the following assertion:
Corollary 1. In the noncritical case .PQ D 0/; the solution of the hybrid differ-






















where the matrices Xr.t/; Vr.t/; Zr.k/; and Wr.k/ specify the general solution of
the homogeneous part of the boundary-value problem (2.1)–(2.3); here,KŒ'.s;k/.t/;
KŒ .k  1/.k/ is the generalized Green operator of the Cauchy problem (3.1) for
system (2.1), (2.2) satisfying the first condition in (2.3).
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Example 2. The problem of construction of the solutions of the hybrid difference-
differential system
x0.t/D Ax.t/CBy.k/C'.t/; y.kC1/D Cx.k/CDy.k/C .k/ (4.4)
satisfying the boundary condition


















;  .k/ WD   sink  ; 2 WD 3
2
























`x./ WD x.0/ x.3/; } y./ WD y.0/Cy.3/; ˇ WD   3  ; p1 WD 2




cos t sin t








Z.0/D   0 0  ; W.0/D   1 
specify the general solution
x.t;;/DX0.t/CV0.t/; y.0;;/DZ.0/CW.0/;  2 R2;  2 R1
of the homogeneous part of the difference system (4.4) in the interval Œ0IŒ: Simil-
arly, the matrices
Z./D   1 0  ; W./D   1  ; Z3
2

D   0 0  ; W 3
2

D   3 











































D   0 0  ; Z.2/D   0  1  ;
W.2/D   0  ; Z.3/D   1  1  ; W.3/D   0 
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specify the general solution
x.t;;/DX2.t/CV2.t/; y.k;;/DZ.k/CW.k/; k 2 f;3g
of the homogeneous part of system (4.2) on the segment Œ2 I3 satisfying the first
boundary condition in (4.3). Since
QD
0@ 2 0 00 0 2
1  1 1
1A ;
we have PQ D PQ D 0: Therefore, the problem of construction of solutions of the
hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problem (4.4), (4.5) corresponds to the










of the hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problem (4.4), (4.5) can be rep-












4sin tC cos t   cos3t
 2C4cos t   sin tC sin3t





3cos tC2sin t   cos3t
4C2cos t  3sin tC sin3t











Note that scheme of construction and the structure of the generalized Green oper-
ator for the hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problem (2.1), (2.2) is inde-
pendent of degeneracy [18] or nondegeneracy [7,22,24] of the matrices Xpi .t/; t 2
˝; and W.k/; k 2; and the matrix
 pi .t;k/ WD

Xpi .t/ Vpi .t/
Z.k/ W.k/

; t 2˝; k 2; i D 0; 1; 2; ::: ; q;
specifying the general solution of the homogeneous part of the boundary-value prob-
lem (2.1), (2.2). In particular, the matrices X.t/; W.k/; and  pi .t;k/ in Examples 1
and 2 are nondegenerate.
Example 3. The matricesXp1 .t/; Wp1 .k/; and  p1 .t;k/ degenerate in the prob-
lem of construction of solutions of the hybrid difference-differential problem (4.2),
(4.3) as a result of the degenerate det.I2CS1/D 0 pulsed action for S1 WD  I2:
The matrices X0.t/; V0.t/; Z.0/; and W.0/ specifying the general solution
x.t;;/DX0.t/CV0.t/; y.0;;/DZ.0/CW.0/;  2 R2;  2 R2
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of the homogeneous part of system (4.2) for k 2 ˚; 3
2
	
are given in Example 1.
Moreover,




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 0  1 2
1CCA ;
we have PQ D PQ D 0: Therefore, the problem of construction of solutions of the












cos t   cos3t
 sin tC sin3t





3cos t   cos3t  2sin t
2 2cos t  3sin tC sin3t



































Note that, as a result of the degenerate det.I2CS1/ D 0 pulsed action, we get the
equality det 0.2;2/D det 2.3;3/D 0:
Since the set ˝ [ is a special case of the set of the “time scale”-type, the ac-
cumulated results can be deduced in a similar way [1, 2, 4, 11]. The scheme of in-
vestigation of hybrid boundary-value problems for systems of difference-differential
equations can be applied to the analysis of the problems of bifurcation of solutions of
boundary-value problems for difference-differential systems with pulsed action [7],
hybrid difference-differential boundary-value problems for systems with pulsed ac-
tion of a more general form [13, 14], matrix difference-differential boundary-value
problems for systems with pulsed action [6, 12, 15, 16], hybrid difference-integro-
differential boundary-value problems for systems with pulsed action [8, 9], and hy-
brid difference-differential boundary-value problems for systems with pulsed action
in abstract spaces [10, 17].
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